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DREAM GIRLS 2015

Sunday, November 29 at 2 pm EST

Join us for breakfast and lunch prior to the auction!

Auction GPS Location:
Martin & Sons Headquarters: 3125 N CR 200 W – Franklin, Indiana 46131
30 minutes southwest of Indianapolis

Absentee Bids: If you cannot attend please contact any of the representatives shown here as far ahead of the auction as possible or use our live internet bidding service. Absentee bidders must be pre-registered to participate.

Transportation: We will arrange transportation to central points in the USA or directly to your farm or ranch. In all cases buyers are responsible for transportation costs and no cattle will be released without payment unless prior arrangements have been made.

Internet Bidding Procedures: Live internet bidding is available at www.liveauctions.tv. You may watch the auction and bid on your favorite items in real-time. Bidders must register prior to the sale.

Internet Bidding Questions May Be Directed to 937/515-1194

Cattle on display now with official pre-sale inspection beginning Sat., Nov. 28 at 1 pm
Preview videos of every female selling at www.martinlivestockin.com!

Preview Videos of Every Animal Online at www.martindreamsgirls.com!
Dream Girls 2015 DVDs Available Upon Request by Calling 1.877.800.9230

DREAM GIRLS ET BONUS

Martin Livestock is confident in the quality of every female selling here and would like to have access to them while rewarding our customers for ownership. To this end, Martin Livestock reserves the right to flush any female in this offering during the next 48 months. For this privilege and potential inconvenience Martin Livestock will pay new owners $4,000 + flush/semen expense for a flush producing not less than six good embryos.
Breed Back Offer
Martin Livestock will offer semen to breed your female back for next year to any bull we own or own interest in. This includes, but is not limited to, Grizzly (while supplies last), Team Blake, Pillow Talk, Diver, Bombshell, A Step Up, Rango, and Powder Keg. This offer will include bulls we purchase in the future but does not include First Class Act.

Martin Livestock Customer two-year Buy Back Commitment
Martin Livestock will buy back heifer calves produced from breds selling in the event for a guaranteed minimum of $1,600.

Year One Conditions
1. Been weaned 30 days and started on feed.
2. Be sound structured.
3. Be in good health and have reached a proper size for the animal’s age.

Year Two Conditions
1. The same conditions apply as Year One Conditions.
2. The females must be sired by a Martin Livestock sire.

Request a FREE DVD of the auction offering by calling 877.800.9230
Dream Big With Us at Dream Girls 2015!

MISS SEDUCTION 88X
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 410639  Calved: 3/22/2010  Tag: 402
Sire: HAA WISDOM (SLC Sooner 101M x FJH Countess 400K)
Dam: GEF MISS IMPACT 100 (Calberta Black Impact)

Bred to calve February 18 to Firewater (MA)
Selling one-half interest only – Possession will remain at Martin Livestock

We have made the decision to share some very special options from our cow herd – just a few of them – each year at Dream Girls, and we may not have another option as exciting as this one! Miss Seduction 88X (aka 402) is one of the most promising females we have ever had on our place and she is really just getting started on what is certain to be a great career. This opportunity to own half of her is a big chance to push your program ahead quickly, along with ours, as we explore her abilities.

This cow is already the dam of several favorites. Her first embryo crop included very impressive daughters that sold for $20,500 and $9,000 plus a strong selection of sons that topped our 2014 Dual Threat Sale. Her 2015 crop was limited but it includes a young daughter by Man Among Boys that is surely one of our best heifer calves. The abilities of this donor are real and they have already created profit very quickly.

Miss Seduction 88X is backed by the famous GEF Miss Impact 100, the high-production dam of Open Bar and other high sellers for Geffert Cattle, WI. She is a former high seller of Guyer’s Chosen Few Sale and she is one of the most physically impressive cows in our lineup. She produces even better than she looks and she works well in transplant. We’ve taken the guesswork out of her future and now we invite you to share it with us. It’s going to be a wild ride and the elevator is going up!

GREAT CATTLE.
We Don’t Like Them Any Other Way.
Exceptional Bred Cows from the Very Top!

**CFCC ROCKIN ROBIN 12T**
Reg. 27.44% ACA Female 330555
Calved: 2/25/2007 Tag: 296

Sire: **DOCTOR WHO**
(Who Made Who 411F x CM x KHV Queen)
Dam: **HEAT SEEKER x MAINE**

**Bred to calve 2/24 to Hi Ho Silver – PE 6/01-8/20 to Team Blake**

Add something special to your program this year with this proven donor and former Hoosier Beef Congress Reserve Overall Champion! This awesome redhead is about as powerful and exciting as they come with amazing substance and style. She is covered in gorgeous red shag from front to rear and she moves on some real timber and is always showing off. Her calves have been Dream Girls and calf sale favorites plus she was a featured donor at Dual Threat 2015. We have decided to sell a select lineup of very special, proven cows in our Dream Girls event each year and Rockin Robin 12T qualifies in all categories. She is due with an early baby by one of the hottest new bulls on the scene and it should be a perfect compliment for her. Have fun!

**ML SOONER 602**
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 429129
Calved: 3/10/2011 Tag: 60B

Sire: **SLC SOONER 101M**
(DMCC Limited Edition 4F x Pannell Miss 015)
Dam: **MIM MISS 602 CHILL 648N**
(Chill Factor x Angus 602)

**Bred to calve 1/04 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/01-8/20 to Team Blake**

This is a very special cut of elite cows that are bred for rapid rewards, and this is one of the young favorites in our herd. She is an embryo daughter of our amazing 648N donor that has given us continued success and she has a bulletproof pedigree that is great to use for dual-purpose rewards. She is surprisingly big ribbed and softly made with a stout, full hip and powerful width of body. She stops and starts like a show heifer, is extra thick, and milks from an excellent udder. A full brother is the new AI sire, DSUL Sooner or Later, and a full sister is a young leader at Sharp Farms, OH. This is a Maine donor prospect anyone can use and her dam is one of our all-time best!

Look for maternal sisters selling as Lots 15 and 88.
ML 425
Female
Calved: 2/2009  Tag: 425
Sire: CARNEY MAN
(Dam: HEAT SEEKER x MA
Bred to calve 1/06 to First Class Act – PE 6/01-8/20 to Team Blake
Another hard-working, profit-making selection from the top of our program, these cows are really impressive. This square-built, heavy-duty Carney Man daughter injects her calves with a lot of mass and power. She is extra wide and rugged with eye-appealing lines and the soft, full hip that it takes to keep them sound. Due early to First Class Act, one of the most exciting sires we have used!

Important Sale Information:
Terms: Terms of sale are cash or good check made payable immediately after the sale and before any cattle are loaded. Invoiced (absentee) accounts are payable in full within 10 days of the sale or are subject to a 2% finance charge on the tenth day. A fee of $50 will be assessed to all returned checks. Liability: All animals and merchandise will be at the buyer’s risk as soon as bid off but will be cared for by the seller(s) for a reasonable amount of time during and immediately following the sale. Neither the owners, auctioneers, sale manager or other affiliated personnel may be held responsible for any accidents that may occur. PrimeTIME AgriMarketing NETWORK, Inc. acts only as an agent between buyer and seller and may not be held responsible for any livestock or merchandise. It is to be clearly understood that PrimeTIME AgriMarketing NETWORK, Inc. and its representatives act only as a medium between buyer and seller and may not be held liable, financially or otherwise, for any failure on the part of the same to fulfill any obligations set forth in this sale or for the truth of any warranties expressed or implied. Neither does PrimeTIME AgriMarketing NETWORK, Inc. assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce the collection of monies between buyer and seller. This catalog has been prepared by the sale manager from information provided by the seller(s) and is assumed accurate as presented to us. However, PrimeTIME AgriMarketing NETWORK, Inc. will in no way guarantee age, pedigree, or reproductive status of the animals selling. All exceptions taken and adjustments made are between buyer and seller. Breeding Information: Please see the footnotes regarding breeding information for each lot. All bred females will be examined for pregnancy by a qualified DVM prior to the sale and any changes to their breeding status will be made available sale day. Conception dates listed in this booklet are based on the results of said pregnancy examination and/or known breeding dates, and are intended as estimates of calving date only. Health: All animals will be accompanied by a health paper valid for interstate shipment. Buyers should make themselves aware of their respective state’s health requirements prior to the sale. Guarantee: Those cattle described herein as “checked safe” or “safe” are guaranteed bred and do not carry further guarantee. No guarantee, expressed or implied, is made as to an animal’s ability to produce transferable embryos or frozen semen. All registered cattle sold with the standard guarantee endorsed by their respective breed association. All claims on bred females must be made in writing within 60 days of the sale date, and any adjustments made will be in the form of sale credit on future purchases. Insurance: Livestock insurance will be available at the clerk’s desk through Great American. Trucking: If you require assistance in transporting your purchases, please contact the sale manager. Every effort will be made to minimize costs to the buyer. Announcements: Any announcements made from the sale block by the owners, auctioneer, or sale manager take precedence over any printed materials. Sale Booklet Prepared by: Craig M. Reiter, Sale Manager.
Cinderella’s Legacy Lives On!

MLJM SHANIA 62C
Reg. PB ASA Female 3019471
Calved: 1/20/2015  Tag: 20762
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27
   (SS Ebonys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38)
Dam: MATLOCK MISS S031
   (CNS Dream On L186 x Leighbert Miss M031)
Sells open
Selling one-half interest with the option to double the hammer price to acquire full interest

Our great Cinderella S031 is gone – we lost her this summer to cancer – but her legacy lives on with this look-alike replacement that appears ready to stand the toughest tests. This special heifer is our favorite of an incredibly deep crop produced by Cinerella before her passing this spring. This heifer is so much like her mother that we can only assume that she is destined to carry the torch for success as she matures. From her massive, feminine body shape to her nose-to-toes power and especially in her head and neck, this apple did not fall far from the tree in any way. She is ready.

Shania 62C is a full sister to several big hits from her dam like the Reed family’s $90,000 female that was a dominant Simmental Champion including selections as the Champion of the 2013 Ohio State Fair and the 2013 NAILE Junior Show. That heifer, along with some impressive full sisters, has now become a top-producing donor herself. Like mother, like daughter. Cinderella lives on, and it does not get much better than this.

Lot 6A – Confirmed, Heifer Pregnancy of Cinderella S031
Service Sire: WS A Step Up
Due to calve March 14, 2016 – Recipient cow tag 9
This is the last confirmed pregnancy we will sell from Cinderella S031. Supplies are extremely limited.
Three Exceptional Daughters of Waverly!

ML RIHANNA 23C
Reg. 75% AM AA Female 459502
Calved: 3/18/2015 Tag: 23123 yellow
Sire: MERCEDES BENZ 131U (Cowan’s Ali 4M x DCC Mercedes 701P)
Dam: BBR WAVERLY 996W (BFW Mitten Man Q35P x MCF Miss Jolt 216JP)
Sells open
The first of three gorgeous Dream Girls from Waverly 996W, our Junior National and North American Champion Female. This high-percentage heifer is an especially unique show and breeding piece with a fine, full form and impeccable movement.

ML MARTINA 21C
Reg. 62.5% AM AA Female 459505
Calved: 2/10/2015 Tag: 20621
Sire: MATERNAL PERFECTION (Irish Whiskey x Imprint)
Dam: BBR WAVERLY 996W (BFW Mitten Man Q35P x MCF Miss Jolt 216JP)
Sells open
Another beauty from Waverly, one of the prettiest Maine cows you will ever see. This heifer is built like her mother with elegant extension, balance, and smooth movement. She glides when she goes and her pedigree is engineered to perform over the long haul.

ML KESHA 201C
Reg. 62.5% AM AA Female 459501
Calved: 4/21/2015 Tag: 201C
Sire: BOJO (Cowan’s Ali 4M)
Dam: BBR WAVERLY 996W (BFW Mitten Man Q35P x MCF Miss Jolt 216JP)
Sells open
The youngest of these marvelous sisters from our National Champion, this heifer is doing all of the right things. Her structure and balance are in place and she gets more impressive by the day.

Confirmed, Heifer Pregnancy of Waverly 996W
Service Sire: Bojo
Due to calve March 21, 2016 – Recipient cow tag 720

Onto Lot 16.

Lot 7A
Lot 7B
Lot 7C
Lot 7D
AGF RIDERS ERICA 106
Reg. AAA Female 18235651
Calved: 4/04/2015 Tag: 21
Sire: SILVEIRAS S SIS GQ 2353 (Silveiras Style 9303 x KNC Cabin Creek Sandy 804)
Dam: CLF ERICA BISMARCK 106 (SAV Bismarck 5682 x TTA Finks Forum of 124)
Sells open
This is one cool Angus donor prospect! She is maybe one that you did not expect to see in our lineup because we do not run too many purebred Angus females but this one is special. We intended to develop her as a donor for ourselves but she looks so good that we had to share her now. Just an April calf, she is blessed with a unique body shape and fabulous style. Angus heifers like her are hard to find and they are great to own. Watch this heifer move and study the sweet belly and ideal length. She is ready to play!

LDU CHARLIES ANGEL 44C
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 459231
Calved: 4/04/2015 Tag: 44C
Sire: READY 2 RUMBLE (LFCC Unstoppable 727X x NAGE Ms Wide Track 106P)
Dam: GC CHARLIES ANGEL 260S (Alias x GDL Schwarzkopf)
Sells open – Also eligible as a Chi female
A smokin’ smoke for the MaineTainer division and beyond, this flashy show piece was produced from an embryo purchase by our great customers and friends at Unger Show Cattle, IN. Her dam was Calf Champion of the 2006 ACA National Show and she is becoming one of our most productive donors with excellent progeny results like this sweet one and an $8,500 daughter that sold in Dream Girls 2012. This heifer is razor sharp with the neck that is making her dam famous plus all the hip, bone, and hair you can stand!
OFFERED BY UNGER SHOW CATTLE – LANCE & ASHLEY UNGER

Preview the cattle anytime on the farm or watch videos at martindreamgirls.com

Watch and bid live at www.liveauctions.tv. Nationwide delivery is available.
Dream Girls 2015.

OBG ELVIRA 4119 TW
50% AIC A Female RF707836  Calved: 4/02/2014  Tag: 3007
Sire: BELIEVE IN ME  
Dam: OBG ELVIRA 8119  (OBG Fasttrack 5301 PLD x Baldridge Elvira 120M ET)
Bred to calve 2/08 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THF/PHAF
- The Dream Girls are here for 2015 and beyond!
- This double-clean, half-blood Charolais has huge improvement potential
- Great feet, spot-on balance, and easy movement made her the Supreme Female of the 2015 Johnson County (IN) Fair for Burk Van Horn and she will do a lot more than that for you
- You’ll love the perfect size, classic good looks, and versatile breeding options this heifer presents
- We sell our best. End of story.

ML 257B
Female  Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 257B
Sire: GRIZZLY SON  
Dam: STEEL FORCE x ANGUS
Bred to calve 3/05 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- Produced from a former Dream Girl, this one is super soft and cowy
- Her structure is A+ and she offers upgrades for total mass and fleshing ability
- She is double-clean and bred to milk with the best of them
- Perfectly mated for a flashy MaineTainer by Mercedes Benz!

ML 203B
Female  Calved: 3/2014  Tag: 203B
Sire: NORTH COUNTRY  (Northern Improvement x Patron)  
Dam: AMEN x CALBERTA HUSTLER
Bred to calve 2/10 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THC
- We can’t photograph them all, so here is one you need to find sale day
- She’s young but she is really correct and feminine with a smooth, attractive design
- Her dam is a former Dream Girl that passed on her long necked, straight-lined profile
- Check the video, we should be keeping more like this!
ML HAZEL 190B
Reg. 50% AM AA Female 458991
Calved: 2/06/2014 Tag: 190B
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: ML OPRAH 443W
(ML Full Flush 602 x ML Cowboy Cut Cow)
Bred to calve 2/06 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to GCC Whizard son
Tested PHAC
- A can’t miss donor prospect from our embryo program!
- The product of a great flush of Oprah 443W, we always intended to keep this one
- The body shape and total look of this special feature could not be better
- Sound, sexy, and bred with real power from two industry leaders
- Dream Girls delivers!

ML SELENA 179B
Reg. 50% AMAA Female 458994
Calved: 2/08/2014 Tag: 179B
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: MIM MISS 602 CHILL 648N
(Chill Factor x Angus 602)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
PHAC pending
- You know we are selling the best when we turn future leaders like this loose!
- Whiskey x 648N, this one is bred to the hilt and she looks the part!
- Super deep, super thick, super wide, and still really mobile
- This combination works every time and several sisters are leaders already – like Lot 3
- Don’t be surprised when we call to exercise our flush option on this favorite

Lot 15A – Confirmed, Pregnancy of Miss 602 Chill 648N
Service Sire: Irish Whiskey
Due to calve January 30, 2016 – Recipient cow tag 73R

Lot 15B – Confirmed, Pregnancy of Miss 602 Chill 648N
Service Sire: Hard Whiskey
Due to calve January 30, 2016 – Recipient cow tag 729

Lot 15C – Confirmed Heifer Pregnancy
of Miss 602 Chill 648N
Service Sire: Firewater (MA)
Due to calve April 10, 2016 – Recipient cow tag 31651
Offered with Kritzman Cattle

Look for daughters of Miss 602 Chill 648N selling as Lots 3, 15, and 88
ML IRENE 149B
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 458970
Calved: 2/01/2014  Tag: 149B
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: BBR WAVERLY 996W
(BFW Mitten Man Q35P x MCF Miss Jolt 216JP)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
PHA - pending
- The first of two dazzling donor prospects from our National Champion, Waverly 996W!
- This one is a smaller version of her gorgeous dam whose first ET crop was a big hit a year ago
- Awesome top and body shape with a sweet front end and a special look
- Three exciting, younger sisters to this pair sell in Lot 7 – Waverly never misses!
- Own them all and go for the gold!

ML WHITNEY 113B
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 458967
Calved: 2/14/2014  Tag: 113B
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: BBR WAVERLY 996W
(BFW Mitten Man Q35P x MCF Miss Jolt 216JP)
Bred to calve 2/19 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- Seeing is believing with this impeccable pair of sisters from Waverly 996W!
- They are sure-fire, high-revenue Maine females that will rank with our best over the years
- This one was great from the start and she will only get better
- The total package of head-turning Maine maternal with extra value bred in!

Welcome to Martin Livestock!

Please join us on the farm for a big day. Thank you to our great crew and great customers for the confidence and continued support.

We are here to serve –
Jimmy & Mandy Martin
DJ and Hanna
ML/FGCF BLACK WHISKEY 46B  
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 450645  
Calved: 2/18/2014  Tag: 321B  
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY  
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)  
Dam: BLACKWITCH MEYER 2100 (Meyer Ranch 734)  
Bred to calve 2/19 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk  
Tested THF/PHAF  
- Produced from greats in the game, this heifer will make a wise selection from the offering  
- Her dam is a past $25,000 Holiday Classic high seller and a Frozen Gold donor  
- She has a clean, sharp profile with a beautiful blaze and her feet are excellent  
- Balanced, impressive, and bred to the hill – don’t let this one slip past!

ML/FGCF BLACK WHISKEY 56B  
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 450599  
Calved: 3/05/2014  Tag: 371B  
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY  
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)  
Dam: BLACKWITCH MEYER 2100 (Meyer Ranch 734)  
Bred to calve 2/27 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk  
Tested THF/PHAF  
- A full sister to Lot 17A and 17C, load up on some young leaders here!  
- The sharp look and sweet extension of these sisters is hard to miss  
- This heifer has an ideal size and balance with one of the prettiest outlines in the field  
- Load them all because this combination always works!

ML/FGCF BLACK WHISKEY 51B  
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 450595  
Calved: 2/22/2014  Tag: 380B  
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY  
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)  
Dam: BLACKWITCH MEYER 2100 (Meyer Ranch 734)  
Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk  
Tested THF/PHAC  
- Maybe the stoutest of this great trio of full sisters from Blackwitch Meyer 2100!  
- She has the same pattern as her sisters and all will be cornerstone performers  
- Maximum versatility and quality with great balance and a fault-free build  
- Close your eyes and pick one – or better yet, load them all!
ML ANNA 105B
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 458919
Calved: 2/06/2014  Tag: 105B

Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: DB LADY FAMED (PB Angus by Famous 7001)

Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- Intense cow power from Whiskey and one of our most reliable donors, Lady Famed!
- The product of a great flush that included several excellent bulls
- Classic Whiskey shape – slim necked, wide topped, chiseled and totally impressive
- Project this one to maturity and you will see an ideal performer whose value will only increase

ML MARIE 123B
Reg. 37.50% AMAA Female 459507
Calved: 2/21/2014  Tag: 123B

Sire: IRISH WHISKEY
(BK Ice Pick 472J x NTC 615 Ever Ready)
Dam: ML 0610X (Chill Factor x Angus)

Bred to calve 2/27 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- We are loaded with Maine-Anjou cow power and you will love them!
- This Whiskey is so cool and versatile with a pedigree that mimics so many leaders
- She is jet necked, great hipped, big barreled with lovely lines
- Her dam is a past Holiday Classic feature that is really working here

BXC PATTONS FREESTYLE 955B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 449196
Calved: 3/18/2014  Tag: 3001

Sire: TCTC PATTON
(Irish Whiskey x TCTC 142 Midnight Chill)
Dam: OCC FREESTYLE x ANGUS

Bred to calve 1/26 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk
- What a cow this will be!
- She has a mid-section like a Freestyle with a neck like a Whiskey and more
- Long down her top, easy on the move, and extra full throughout
- Come early to see them, there is plenty of quality to go around
Maine Matrons from Elite Donors!

TFG/GTWY HAIRIETTA 352B
Reg. 50% ASA Female pending
Calved: 3/10/2014 Tag: 352B
Sire: MR HOC BROKER [SVF Steel Force S701 x JM BF H25]
Dam: ALI X WAG HAIRIETTA 9145J
Bred to calve 2/09 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A special treat from two of our game’s most dominant performers, Broker and Hairietta 9145J
- This pedigree is absolutely stacked for both short and long term success
- Her dam is a full sister to leaders like Breathe Easy, Discovery, and a past Holiday Classic top seller
- You’ll love the sweet angles and great feet placement blended with size, depth, and perfect power
- This is a genetic gem that will leave her mark!

ML SUE 317B
Reg. 37.50% AMAA Female 459546
Calved: 2/12/2014 Tag: 317B
Sire: SAV BISMARCK 5682 [GAR Grid Maker x SAV Abigale 0451]
Dam: MISS GREEN VALLEY 535R [NAGE Wide Track 94J x Miss Green Valley 007K]
Bred to calve 2/17 to Daddy’s Money
Selling—one half interest only – Negotiable possession
- A young maternal legend from Bismarck and our great 535R donor, already the dam of more than $150,000 in sales and the dam of leaders like GVC Suh
- This one looks just like her mother – she’ll be a perfect MaineTainer cow
- She is smooth, deep, and lovely from head to tail
- Sisters include the $20,000 GVC Hearts Desire 009X that was multiple winner for Kiley Elder, IA
- This is the kind to build around to build something special!
ML 295B
Female
Calved: 2/2014 Tag: 295B
Sire: P1 POWDER KEG
(Irish Whiskey x HB Pryority (Sim x MA))
Dam: NORTHERN IMPROVEMENT
Bred to calve 2/07 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- A beautiful baby donor filled with predictable style and premium quality!
- It’s hard to draw a better shoulder, head, and neck than this one has
- Awesome belly shape and a perfect frame score
- This is the fault-free kind that brings the premiums with all sorts of combinations!

ML 270B
Female
Calved: 2/2014 Tag: 270B
Sire: CERVE SA (Irish Whiskey x Chill Factor)
Dam: TRAILBLAZER x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/22 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Produced from a huge-bodied tank of a dam, this is one you need!
- She is built like her favorite dam only with a longer neck
- What a beautiful and versatile cow she will be and Daddy’s Money will help!

ML 268B
Female
Calved: 2/2014 Tag: 268B
Sire: IRISH WHISKEY SON
Dam: ANGUS x ALI
Bred to calve 2/10 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- The Kind!
- You’ll love the power hip and power body shape here
- She is deep in her twist and her rear flank with some serious width of cavity
- Safe to The Whizard to bring you back for more!
ML ANGIE 273B
Reg. 50% AM AA Female pending
Calved: 2/02/2014
Tag: 273B
Sire: GOET I-80
(Cowan’s Ali 4M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/29 to Grizzly (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A huge-bodied power cow to get some fire started at your place!
- This is why I-80 is so great...females like this that cannot miss
- She is a beautiful blimp with everything a great, young cow needs
- Great angles, great length, beautiful front third
- Safe for a fast start to some of our last sexed Grizzly semen!

ML KARA 331B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 458993
Calved: 1/30/2014
Tag: 331B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x 59T)
Dam: B&L IRISH COFFEE 57X (Irish Whiskey x E&B Lady E161 Precision)
Bred to calve 2/08 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- A daughter of one of our favorite young cows
- This heifer is deep ribbed, flat shouldered, and working on an excellent udder
- This is another sleeper in the offering; her mother is excellent

ML SILVIA 37B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 459156
Calved: 3/02/2014
Tag: 376B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x 59T)
Dam: ML 7089 (Irish Whiskey x ML IW 7089T)
Bred to calve 2/08 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THF/PHAF
- One of the fanciest MAB daughters in our 2014 crop!
- Her streamlined shape, goose neck, and double-clean status make her a front runner
- She is fancy but still wide and full where it counts!

ML JENSEN 237B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female pending
Calved: 3/01/2014
Tag: 237B
Sire: BOJO (Cowan’s Ali 4M)
Dam: FRIC TION x SIM
Bred to calve 2/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- A powerful, little tank from a favorite Friction daughter
- Extra wide and curvy with bone, foot, and real muscle
- Round, sound, and low to the ground – but still classy!
ML MACY 244B
Reg. 50% AMAA Female 459001
Calved: 1/30/2014      Tag: 244B
Sire: READY 2 RUMBLE
   (LFCC Unstoppable 727X x NAGE Ms Wide Track 106P)
Dam: ML MISS WHISKEY GIRL (Irish Whiskey x Angus)
Bred to calve 2/21 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC/PHAF
- This special heifer might have as much potential as anything in the offering!
- She is a perfectly sized, perfect footed, perfect fronted MaineTainer with all the rest
- Big, big hair and the right muscle shape with eye-catching balance and style
- We sell the best – even when it hurts!

FGCF BW H WHISKEY 39B
Reg. 50% AMAA Female 450592
Calved: 1/16/2014      Tag: 368B
Sire: MINN HARD WHISKEY 591Y
   (DCC Hard Drive x Irish Whiskey)
Dam: FGCF 73T
   (Northern Improvement x Meyer 734 x Black Witch 2100)
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THF
- Ooh, this is real nice!
- A sleek, smooth Hard Whiskey with a million dollar profile
- Real hairy and ideally sized with optimum power and finesse
- Backed by a powerful dam from Granny Creek Farm, OH, she’ll be a worker!

ML WENDY 197B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female pending
Calved: 2/21/2014      Tag: 197B
Sire: Hairy Bear (Lifeline x Meyer 734)
Dam: ML 197X (Grizz x McCarney)
Bred to calve 2/18 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/20 to ML Whizard
- We’ve sold some really productive Hairy Bear daughters over the years and this will be the next!
- This heifer has significant upgrades for mass, guts, and muscle
- She’s not the tallest but she might have the best body shape in the set
- All-clean pedigree and bred to milk very well
ML VIRGINIA 216B
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 459000
Calved: 1/27/2014  Tag: 216B
Sire:  RCC NUT N BUTT BUSINESS
(EBB Strictly Business x SM x AN 759)
Dam:  TJSC 133Z  (Hollywood x Irish Whiskey)
Bred to calve 2/28 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- This is the kind we love – because they work for us and for you!
- She got her feet and bone from a monster and she is so wide, flexible, and strong
- Powerful but still up-headed and very feminine in her design and appearance
- One of the easiest doing in the set and she has a great disposition to boot!

ML MARIE 122B
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 458968
Calved: 2/05/2014  Tag: 122B
Sire:  MATERNAL PERFECTION
(Irish Whiskey x Imprint x Wilch Doctor)
Dam:  ML LUTTON Y  (OCC Legend x Lutton)
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Fresh genetics with a build that will remind you of the greats!
- This heifer is a total tank with massive power and excellent feet and legs
- Extra wide and full across her hip and down her back – a total wide body
- These girls are powerful and this is one of the stoutest!

ML TARA 224B
Reg. 37.5% AMAA Female 458992
Calved: 2/12/2014  Tag: 224B
Sire:  BOJO  (Cowan’s Ali 4M x Heat Seeker)
Dam:  ML MISS MAYA  (Meyer Ranch 734 x ML Cigar)
Bred to calve 2/09 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- These MaineTainer heifers are extra stout and this one is a leader!
- This one is stouter, wider, and really complete
- Her versatile size and body shape will make her even better to own
- She is working on an excellent udder and her feet are hard to beat!
ML ALLY 300B
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 458995
Calved: 2/10/2014 Tag: 300B
Sire: GOET I-80 (Cowan’s Ali 4M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: ML MISS SOONER CINDERELLA
(SLC Sooner 101M x Cinderella S031)
Bred to calve 2/19 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- We missed this one at photo time but don’t you dare make the same mistake!
- She has a stacked pedigree and some very important tools for success
- Her dam is a very impressive sister to Lot 6 from the great Cinderella S031 (deceased)
- Check the fantastic hip, bone, and feet on this gal that still has a great front end and some serious power
- Our ideal blend of Maine and Simmenthal genetics, this one will perform!

ML MEG 31B
Reg. 75% AMAA Female 459003
Calved: 2/20/2014 Tag: 315B
Sire: GOET I-80 (Cowan’s Ali 4M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: ML MISS ALI GR NORTHERN
(Ali x Northern Improvement)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Grizzly (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- This is a ready-made profit package that you can’t ignore!
- A sweet necked, deep-sided, double-bred Ali coming with a Grizzly heifer
- Maternal Maine & Angus blood with calving ease, milk, and style
- High premium show heifers start with cows like this one!

ML KELLY 181B
Reg. 50% AMAA Female 459013
Calved: 2/17/2014 Tag: 181B
Sire: CERVEZA (Irish Whiskey x Miss Chill 1829)
Dam: GUY 83Y (DCC Hard Drive 138R x Angus 32731)
Bred to calve 3/23 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAC
- The proven pedigree and fancy design of this heifer make her a real keeper!
- Her hip shape and razor-sharp profile set her apart and she is mated for a fast start
- She has the signature Cerveza head, neck, and body shape that we know works

ML EDNA 178B
Reg. 62.5% AMAA Female 458990
Calved: 2/03/2014 Tag: 178B
Sire: GOET I-80 (Cowan’s Ali 4M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: SHADY LADY 156U (KBAR Carney Man 879 x Heat Seeker)
Bred to calve 2/09 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC
- It will pay to walk the pens before the sale but this one is a can’t-miss package!
- Backed by a great Shady Lady daughter in our herd, this one might be the sleeper of the sale
- She sports a perfect hip and top shape that blends into a beautiful shoulder and neck
- She is working on a pretty udder and her mother milks very well
- Calving ease, maternal strength, versatile blood, and fault-free structure
**ML Deena 131B**  
Reg. 43.75% AMAA Female pending  
Calved: 3/01/2014  
Tag: 131B  
Sire: **GOETI-80** (Cowan’s Ali 4M x BPF Miley 80T)  
Dam: **P1 617** [Jameson [Irish Whiskey] x Angus]  
**Bred to calve 2/12 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk**  
- More Maine cow power and class!  
- This is another super-attractive heifer with the strong influence of Irish Whiskey  
- She has a gorgeous front third and a perfect leg set with exceptional udder quality  
- She’ll be a beautiful cow in production, just like her dam that was our choice from The 2014 Priority One Sale

**MISS Cassi 49B**  
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 459235  
Calved: 3/15/2014  
Tag: 209B  
Sire: **GCC WHIZARD 125W** (SVF Steel Force 5701 x Miss Chill 1829)  
Dam: **TJSC 133Z** (JSC Setting Trends 127W x Miss Green Valley 766T)  
**Bred to calve 2/08 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk**  
Tested THF  
- A smooth, full, and stout one from an impressive dam!  
- A cool combination of proven Sim and Maine genetics with more body and style  
- Bold hipped, deep twisted, and goose necked

**ML Kari 252B**  
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 459002  
Calved: 2/03/2014  
Tag: 252B  
Sire: **LFCC UNSTOPPABLE 727X** (Monopoly x LFCC Lady K 727T)  
Dam: **ML 252** (Full Flush x Sim)  
**Bred to calve 2/27 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk**  
Tested THF  
- A big, long, attractive heifer from a top-ranking dam  
- All of these Unstoppable daughters are so good footed and sound  
- She is TH-Free and deep ribbed with a MaineTainer baby coming soon

**ML Ms Bodie 420B**  
Reg. 25% AMAA Female 450349  
Calved: 4/20/2014  
Tag: 3003  
Sire: **BODACIOUS** (Bojo x RBCK Stockman 40196)  
Dam: **ML MISS CARLY** (Irish Whiskey x Angus)  
**Bred to calve 2/13 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk**  
TH - pending  
- These low-percentage Maine cows will make some elite producers  
- This one has power in pedigree but she is all femininity from start to finish  
- She is clean boned and flat shouldered with a sweet shape to her belly
Dream Big.

- Join us this year and put our best to the test in your pastures!
- We are committed to offering our very best each year but it's never easy!
- From a deep, deep cow family at Granny Creek Farm, Ohio, she is no accident.
- From a deep, deep cow family at Granny Creek Farm, Ohio, she is no accident.
- Desirous to play a starring role whenever she lands.
- She is a rare find from start to finish and she is a rare find from start to finish and she is.
- This fantastic red blaze is one of the finest we have ever developed.
- She is a rare find from start to finish and she is a rare find from start to finish and she is.
- We are committed to offering our very best each year but it's never easy!
MLJM ZENA 106B  
Reg. 50% ASA Female pending  
Calved: 2/10/2014  
Tag: 106B  
Sire: **GWS EBONYS TRADEMARK**  
Dam: **74-51 EXG BLACKCAP 7016** (EXAR Lutton x EXG Blackcap)  
*Bred to calve 2/23 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk*  
*Selling-one half interest with the option to double hammer price to acquire full interest*  
- A real beauty from one of our favorite combinations – Trademark x 7016!  
- We love the length, balance, and total design of this super-sound donor prospect  
- Her structure and function are so good and she even has great hair to top it off  
- One of three full sisters selling here, a smart cowman will load them all!

MLJM CORA 128B  
Reg. 50% ASA Female pending  
Calved: 2/15/2014  
Tag: 128B  
Sire: **GWS EBONYS TRADEMARK**  
Dam: **74-51 EXG BLACKCAP 7016** (EXAR Lutton x EXG Blackcap)  
*Bred to calve 2/09 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk*  
- A full sister to Lots 45A and 45C, this heifer stems from one of our most reliable pedigrees  
- Full sisters have been among the top sellers in our past two sales with great consistency in each flush  
- This heifer is big, long, and high performing and she is ready to shine with Whizard!

MLJM SUZY 107B  
Reg. 50% ASA Female pending  
Calved: 2/15/2014  
Tag: 107B  
Sire: **GWS EBONYS TRADEMARK**  
Dam: **74-51 EXG BLACKCAP 7016** (EXAR Lutton x EXG Blackcap)  
*Bred to calve 2/16 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk*  
- A beautiful brute from Trademark and 7016!  
- Awesome look, structure, mass, and total performance  
- A young donor for sure and she won’t be the first from this combination  
- It’s hard to select just one favorite from these full sisters!
FC CHASING DOWN PROMISES B49
Reg. PB ASA Female 2868727
Calved: 2/16/2014 Tag: 211B
Sire: W/C WIDE TRACK 694Y
(3C W/C Right Track W9462 x Miss Werning 694S)
Dam: FC JOKES PROMISE
(Triple El Poderoso Rey x FC No Joke)
Bred to calve 2/19 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- We love good cattle – regardless of breed – and this one surely qualifies!
- She has the great feet and powerful, high-volume body shape we look for in our purebred females
- She is way thicker than most and her head and neck are especially good
- Make them good, make them versatile, make them valuable…Dream Girls!

VENTURE A473
Reg. PB ASA Female 2842920
Calved: 11/11/2013 Tag: 175B
Sire: ASR SECOND CHANCE W928
(Hooks Shear Force 38K x ASR Ms Larrye T7146)
Dam: ASR MS VENTURE U882
(HC Hummer 12M x ASR Miss Venture F602)
Bred to calve 2/23 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A whole lotta Simmental heifer sells here!
- She is big and stout all over with tremendous bone and volume
- Her foot size and shape are excellent and she is working on a strong udder
- Safe for a very versatile baby by No Worries

JL CHANCES LULU 34
Reg. PB ASA Female 2842965
Calved: 1/02/2014 Tag: 172B
Sire: ASR SECOND CHANCE W928
(Hooks Shear Force 38K x ASR Ms Larrye T7146)
Dam: JL POWER LALA W409
(HPF Powerfection S001 x JL Miss Lulu)
Bred to calve 2/09 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Look for this one to profit quickly and consistently!
- Her frame score is ideal as is her width of body and fleshing ability
- Safe with a likely first heifer calf, this is one you need!

BEVR JAZZ STEP 11B
Reg. PB ASA Female 3018571
Calved: 2/12/2014 Tag: 364B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27
(SS Ebonsys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macha U38)
Dam: ESF MISS JASMINE
(STF Dominique R170 x ESF Miss Fiona)
Bred to calve 3/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/20 to GCC Whizard son
- We love our A Step Up daughters and so do our customers – this one is special!
- She is extra deep, extra feminine, and extra easy on the move
- Look at the udder quality here and consider the better hair and muscle
- We’ll bet this first calf by the Triple Crown Champion puts you in the profit column!
% Sim Heifers…Versatile & Powerful.

MLJM SHEILA 132B
Reg. 75% ASA Female 3014239
Calved: 1/25/2014 Tag: 132B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27 [SS Ebony's Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: MLJM STAR POWER 101 [SVF Star Power S802 x 101T]
Bred to calve 2/09 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A ready-made profit package with high versatility and total quality!
- A Step Up x Star Power with a big, strong hip and great feet
- Due with a likely first heifer calf, put her to work for you!

ML 303B
Reg. 50% ASA Female pending
Calved: 1/07/204 Tag: 303B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27 [SS Ebony's Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: HEAT SEEKER
Bred to calve 2/07 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A real ground sow!
- We’ve got some heavy-duty heifers to show you this year and this one surely ranks at the top
- Her three-dimensional goodness is complimented by sound feet and easy movement
- This type of female is so useful in so many schemes

MLJM BETTY 103B
Reg. 75% ASA Female 3014234
Calved: 2/05/2014 Tag: 103B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27
[SS Ebony's Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: HPRP BLACKBIRD 089X
[BMR Explorer x Leachman Blackbird 4086]
Bred to calve 2/07 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Another strong A Step Up daughter, this time in the 75% variety
- A leader for size, length, thickness and body capacity
- Her dam is a former Dream Girl
- Due with a likely first heifer calf, this is the quick profit kind!

MLJM IZZY 167B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014244
Calved: 2/02/2014 Tag: 167B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27 [SS Ebony's Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: Van Hove 101U [Damage Control x Sim]
Bred to calve 2/20 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Another really bold and impressive daughter of A Step Up that should make a strong cow!
- Star headed, wide bodied, boldly constructed throughout
- Extra deep and sound from a top selection at Van Hove Cattle, SD

MLJM KAYLEE 269B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3017589 Calved: 2/02/2014 Tag: 269B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27 [SS Ebony's Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: OSU BLACKBIRD GEM 1127 [Northern Improvement 4480 GF x OSU Blackbird Gem 535B]
Bred to calve 2/13 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- This selection of A Step Up daughters is something to see for sure!
- This leader is a total tank with class and a huge future
- She might have the biggest, boldest rib in the set and there are some serious hogs in this group
- She’s a brute all right but she is clean boned and long fronted with a pretty head and gorgeous udder
- Young donors like this are always worth whatever they bring and much more!
MLJM CANDY 104B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014235
Calved: 2/10/2014 Tag: 104B
Sire: **WS A STEP UP X27**
(SS Ebonys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38)
Dam: **K- DONOR 40** (Angus)
**Bred to calve 2/21 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk**
- What a great cow this will be!
- One of the very last daughters of the famous K- Donor 40, this one is rare property
- Her sisters have been lasting and high-performing donors in their own rights and this heifer might be the best we’ve had from their famous dam
- This is a blaze-faced blimp that is still balanced, correct, and every bit the female!

MLJM FELICIA 136B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014240
Calved: 2/03/2014 Tag: 136B
Sire: **WS A STEP UP X27**
(SS Ebonys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38)
Dam: **ML 102U** (AN x MA x CH)
**Bred to calve 2/20 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk**
Tested THF
- Send us a hundred like this if you can find them!
- This is our idea of an ideal way to start any female
- She is high performing and super sound with upgraded body mass and power
- The structure and depth of this girl are so good and she’s filled with reliable genetics
- Load up on females like this that develop into powerful cows at Dream Girls!

MLJM JEN 188B
Reg. 75% ASA Female 3014245
Calved: 2/07/2014 Tag: 188B
Sire: **WS A STEP UP X27**
(SS Ebonys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38)
Dam: **MLJMISS ALLIE** (Mr NLC Upgrade U8676 x 486W)
**Bred to calve 2/09 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk**
- Wow! This one is going to be something before she is done!
- She might be the coolest A Step Up daughter we’ve sold and we know she is going to be a super cow
- She has a great shape to her top and quarter with a softer flank and leg and a perfect frame score
- Her photo is fine but you need to study this one to get the full picture
MLJM OLIVIA 313B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014250
Calved: 1/28/2014 Tag: 313B
Sire: WS A STEP UP X27
[SS Ebonys Grandmaster x WS Ms Macho U38]
Dam: ML 2317 [Comm SM x AN]
Bred to calve 2/20 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- These A Step Up daughters have no match when it comes to guts and muscle!
- This one is a real powerhouse with major width of cavity and impressive muscle throughout
- Her dense, balanced body shape and ideal size make her the perfect female to start with
- We urge you to compare before you buy…these Dream Girls are for real!

MLJM MARLI 289B
Reg. 25% ASA Female 3014248
Calved: 2/10/2014 Tag: 289B
Sire: GCC WHIZARD 125W [SVF Steel Force S701 x Miss Chill 1829]
Dam: ML 289 [Irish Whiskey x ML 106 [Quick Fix x Right Time]]
Bred to calve 2/18 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested PHAF
- Steel Force, Irish Whiskey, Quick Fix and Chill Factor all rolled into one!
- This heifer is really deep ribbed and easy fleshing
- Her second dam has been one of our best producers

MLJM PAISLEY 374B
Reg. 25% ASA Female 3014251
Calved: 1/31/2014 Tag: 374B
Sire: GCC WHIZARD 125W [SVF Steel Force S701 x Miss Chill 1829]
Dam: ML 487 [Comm Angus]
Bred to calve 2/18 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A huge-bodied Whizard daughter with awesome hair!
- Another good-looking blaze face with impressive guts and muscle
- She's a tank and her pedigree is super versatile!

MLJM LACI 306B
Reg. 75% ASA Female 3018688
Calved: 2/05/2014 Tag: 306B
Sire: GCC WHIZARD 125W [SVF Steel Force S701 x Miss Chill 1829]
Dam: MLJM BEA [SVF Steel Force S701 x Little Bea]
Bred to calve 2/08 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- The producin’, money makin’ kind we love!
- Curvy, moderate framed, thick, and easy doin’
- Blaze faced and totally maternal from a top female that also produced the dam of Lot 68
- Due with a first heifer calf that will make you a believer!

MLJM GINA 158B
Reg. 25% ASA Female 3014241
Calved: 2/09/2014 Tag: 158B
Sire: GCC WHIZARD 125W [SVF Steel Force S701 x Miss Chill 1829]
Dam: ML 158 [Carney Man x Raptor [Angus]]
Bred to calve 2/17 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- The Dream Girls kind!
- Deeper, wider, softer, easier to use
- Double clean and backed by a good-looking, good-doing dam
- Check the video of this versatile beast!

MLJM KELSI 239B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014246
Calved: 2/08/2014 Tag: 239B
Sire: RUBYS WIDE OPEN 909W
[LBS The Foreman 702T x Rubys Miss Cleo S601]
Dam: ML 101T [Right Station]
Bred to calve 2/08 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- An impressive half-blood heifer by Wide Open, one of our favorite Simmental sires
- This one is easy to spot with her extra chrome and style
- She has the right neck, the right size, and the shape to work well

MKSC DESIRE II 5B
Reg. 62.5% ASA Female 2905402
Calved: 4/04/2014 Tag: 297B
Sire: SIEG GRIZZLY GATOR [Grizzly x Halls Country Gator T9]
Dam: DESIRE GCC 257X
[SC Mo Magic S47 x Lazy H Burning Desire]
Bred to calve 2/09 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A real blimp with a premium pedigree!
- Sired by a Grizzly son of a former Chosen Few top seller and backed by a $29,000 second dam
- Outstanding rib shape, mass, and thickness with excellent feet and movement
- Excellent udder quality and a very unique genetic blend…find this one!
% Sim Heifers…Versatile & Powerful.

LASS SECRET B109
Reg. 50% ASA Female 2860787
Calved: 1/05/2014  Tag: 182B
Sire: FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE  
(SVF Steel Force S701 x Lazy H Burn Baby Burn R34)
Dam: EXAR LASS 3026  
(Bon View New Design 1407 x EXAR Lass 194 HTR)
Bred to calve 2/09 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk.
Selling-one half interest with the option to double hammer price to acquire full interest
- A fantastic half-blood tank!
- Check the awesome feet, structure, and performance on this powerhouse!
- She might be the deepest and longest in the pasture and that’s definitely saying something
- A gorgeous blend of show ring and production genetics, this one is a star!

MLJM ADRIAN 445B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 2897517
Calved: 3/12/2014  Tag: 3000
Sire: SS/PRS TAIL GATER 621Z  
(HTP/SVF Duracell T52 x Kenco Miley Cottontail)
Dam: ML MOMMAS BOY 445  
(Momma’s Boy [Meyer 734] x Angus)
Bred to calve 3/16 to Bandwagon – PE 6/30-8/20 to Pillow Talk
- This one may make the stoutest cow of them all!
- What a powerhouse from start to finish!
- Tremendous length, foot, bone, and total capacity
- Outstanding udder quality plus a top disposition

Preview the cattle anytime on the farm or watch videos at martindreamgirls.com

Watch and bid live at www.liveauctions.tv.

Nationwide delivery is available.
Internet Bidding Questions: 937.515.1194
MLJM HEATHER 159B
Reg. 37.5% ASA Female 3014242
Calved: 2/20/2014 Tag: 159B
Sire: BAINRIDGE RANGO 3Y
(DTCC Sheriff Taylor x Who Da Man x Em Lady 138M)
Dam: ML 200T (Heat Seeker x AN)
Bred to calve 3/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THF
- With her loaded pedigree and sweet look, this heifer packs as much punch as any!
- She’s jack necked and big bellied with the sweetest profile you can build
- Her dam is a beast and her sire was one powerful maternal sire for us
- She is one of the few Rango daughters we are letting you have

JL IRON FUSION 603
Reg. 75% ASA Female 2842956
Calved: 12/13/2013 Tag: 176B
Sire: BLUQ IRONSTONE X175
(Cowans Ali 4 M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: JL FUSION X260
(Sunny Valley Sargent 24S x JL Fascination)
Bred to calve 2/21 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- More of the no-miss, cow-making kind!
- We love these 75% females in production for their versatility and profit
- This is another deep, thick, easy-doing heifer that will make you money!

MLJM TONI 290B
Reg. 62.5% ASA Female 3014334
Calved: 2/16/2014 Tag: 290B
Sire: BAINRIDGE RANGO 3Y
(DTCC Sheriff Taylor x Who Da Man x Em Lady 138M)
Dam: ML LITTLE BEA (SVF Star Power S802 x Aunt Bea)
Bred to calve 2/26 to Grizzly – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- Another impressive Rango daughter from a very proven dam
- This one is straight maternal power from a dam that is a maternal sister to Sheriff Taylor
- This heifer is a maternal sister to the dam of Lot 61

LANES’S 718B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 2876082
Calved: 2/12/2014 Tag: 169B
Sire: GOET I-80 (Cowans Ali 4 M x BPF Miley 80T)
Dam: LANES SKY BEAUTY 718Z (MF West Point x PS Red Ken Sky)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Grizzly (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- I-80 works great on big, stout Simmental cows and this is a front-pasture heifer
- She is super correct and good looking with a clean, attractive profile
- Her extra length, good angles, and flat shoulder and bone make her a favorite
- Due with a likely heifer calf by Grizzly!
MLJM JADA 225B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3018527
Calved: 2/26/2014 Tag: 225B
Sire: MR HOC BROKER (SVF Steel Force S701 x JM BF H25)
Dam: ML 78T (On Target x Big Country)
Bred to calve 2/08 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Purebreds, crossbreds, we don’t care...just make ‘em good enough to cause a stir!
- This one sure is – in fact, she is a favorite of many in the entire crop for complete quality
- Her foot placement and balance is so good and she is built with power throughout
- Ideal size, ideal shape, ideal structure...the ideal heifer

MLJM NITA 307B
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014249
Calved: 2/01/2014 Tag: 307B
Sire: MR NLC UPGRADE U8676
(Ellingson Legacy M229 x Ms NLC Mojo S6119 B)
Dam: ML 7P (Connealy Danny Boy)
Bred to calve 2/09 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Own as many Upgrade daughters as you can – they work!
- This half-blood is really good necked with sweet lines and strong performance
- A Whizard daughter from a cow like this will really be the ticket – we’ll buy it!
- We’ve got to share our best to get your business!

ML 223B
Female
Calved: 2/2014 Tag: 223B
Sire: MR NLC UPGRADE x CUNIA
Dam: NUTT-N-BUTT BUSINESS x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/09 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- This one checks all of the Dream Girl boxes in a big way!
- Fantastic body shape and total power from nose to toes
- Exceptional udder quality with some serious curves and total mass
- Loose and flexible on the move, double clean and ready to rock for you!
More Quality & Versatility than Ever!

Preview Videos at martindreamgirls.com!

TL MISS PILGRIM 50
Reg. 50% ASA Female 2904611
Calved: 3/02/2014
Tag: 3004
Sire: WS PILGRIM (CNS Dream On L186 x WS Marla 276M)
Dam: PVF MISS BANDO 441 (PVF New Horizon 001 x PVF Miss Bando 930)
Bred to calve 2/04 to Uno Mas (sexed female)
- Hot genetics in a classic cow-power package!
- Check the full-figured form on this half-blood beauty whose dam is a former show heifer
- Excellent udder quality and perfect belly shape
- Safe to Uno Mas, one of our favorite calving ease Simmental sires
OFFERED WITH HANNAH ALLEN & MIKE LANGLEY

ML/GABL B021
Reg. 50% ASA Female 3018271
Calved: 3/15/2014
Tag: 2888
Sire: K-LER MAKE IT RAIN (Foundation 724N x HCC/CSC Beyonce)
Dam: GABL X021 (OCC Angus)
Bred to calve 2/27 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- We are loaded with big bodied, Sim-influence beauties like this!
- This half-blood is full bodied and high performing with top length and substance
- Sweet bellied and easy doing with optimum bone and muscle
- Her unique pedigree only adds to her potential and versatility
Dream Big.

ML 230B
Female
Calved: 2/2014
Tag: 230B
Sire: STOCKMAN 365 SON
Dam: MAXIMUS x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Dream Girls delivers beauties like this and you make them do beautiful things!
- This powerful blaze is one of our best for 2015
- She’s a good-looking brute with a totally-versatile pedigree and so many tools
- Ideal size, performance, and structure with impressive muscle in a maternal shape
- She’ll bring you back for many more!

ML 263B
Female
Calved: 2/2014
Tag: 263B
Sire: ADRENA LINE x DR WHO
Dam: WHIPLASH x ANGUS
Bred to calve 3/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- What a young donor prospect!
- She’s all clean cow power with the cool look we love and more
- A moderate wide load with a sweet neck on a blimp body
- Massive, sound, and blaze faced to boot – load up!

ML 232B
Female
Calved: 2/2014
Tag: 232B
Sire: BARSTOW CASH
Dam: OPEN RANGE x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/09 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A power cow in the making!
- Upper level body shape with some serious top shape and total muscle volume
- Tremendous depth of body, udder quality, and great feet, bone, and movement
- Sired by Cash from an outcross dam and coming with a heifer calf!
ML 248B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 248B
Sire: THE ANSWER (Angus)
Dam: EXAR LUTON x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/09 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- An unregistered Angus heifer with a lot of valuable tools
- She’s long bodied and really attractive with increased volume
- Good in her angles and built like a top, versatile producer
- This is the kind we use to make the half-bloods you love!

ML 299B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 229B
Sire: WK SMOOTH (Angus)
Dam: OBJECTIVE (Angus)
Bred to calve 2/22 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A big and bold maternal master!
- Long necked, totally feminine, and extra broody
- Straight-bred with more muscle, more fleshing ability, and more breeding options
- This should be an excellent combination with the Triple Crown Champion, Daddy’s Money!

ML 363B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 363B
Sire: 3C MACHO SON
Dam: MA x AN
Bred to calve 2/07 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Classic Sim x Maine x Angus cow power!
- This attractive heifer is smooth, deep, and ideally sized
- She is working on a very pretty udder and due with a heifer right away!

ML 261B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 261B
Sire: GCC GOLD STANDARD (Angus by GCC Total Recall)
Dam: YELLOW JACKET
Bred to calve 3/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- A boldly built black tank!
- Closer to the ground with tremendous muscle shape
- She’ll make an easy profit source with Daddy’s Money and more!

ML 304B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 304B
Sire: EXIT 174 (Monopoly x Yellow Jacket x Char)
Dam: HEADLINER x ANGUS
Bred to calve 3/05 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- Sired by one of the hottest and most limited Monopoly sons in the game!
- Big haired and clean patterned with a very neat look
- Let Daddy’s Money – the Triple Crown Champ – show off his skills here

ML 272B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 272B
Sire: FINAL ANSWER SON
Dam: HEAT SEEKER x CHAR
Bred to calve 2/09 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC
- The depth of rib and length of front here are excellent
- This smoky baldy is good haired and good sized
- Expect a chunky, brockle-faced baby by No Worries

ML 301B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 301B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS
Dam: TRENDSETER x MACHO
Bred to calve 2/18 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THC
- Big potential for big rewards!
- This one is nearly as wide as she is tall and she is really hairy!
- Crisp pattern with enough room for two cows inside her
- A daughter of our gorgeous Trendsetter daughter that is a former KY State Fair Champion

ML 258B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 258B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS
Dam: GRIZZLY x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/07 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- Another big bodied, easy fleshing bred that will profit quickly
- Super depth of rib and tremendous width of body
- Her dam is a former Dream Girl
Dream Girls from Donor Dams!

ML VICTORIA 294B
Reg. 3.44% ACA Female 379118
Calved: 2/19/2014
Tag: 294B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x Hard Core)
Dam: MLJM DONOR 105 (Landslide x DaVinci)
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC
- One of the favorites all along and a full sister to our 2015 Kentucky State Fair Grand Champion Steer
- Backed by the proven strength of our 105 donor that has been really working
- This one is as wide and cool as they come and she should be great with No Worries
- A total power and shag freak that should pay off big time!

ML LISA 204B
Reg. 3.45% ACA Female pending
Calved: 3/02/2014
Tag: 204B
Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTF Ruth Medina (Hazel))
Dam: MIM MISS 602 CHILL648N (Chill Factor x Angus 602)
Bred to calve 2/06 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/20 to ML Whizard
- Extra flash and potential sell in this full sister to Hoosier Daddy and Ragin’ Inferno!
- Her dam is our great 648N, the dam of favorites like Lots 3 and 15 and several past features
- This one is deep ribbed and fancy with excellent udder development
- Her dam is one of the best and most fertile we have ever known!
DONOR 648N IS OWNED WITH KRITZMAN LIVESTOCK – MARK AND MILES KRITZMAN

Look for more daughters and confirmed pregnancies from Donor 648N in Lots 3 & 15!
ML 250B
Female  
Calved: 2/2014  
Tag: 250B  
Sire: PHENOM (Chiangus)  
Dam: ANGUS  
Bred to calve 3/09 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk  
Tested THF
- One of many you need to see and own in this set of Dream Girls!  
- How about the thickness, perfect feet, and body shape on this girl?  
- She is double-clean yet really powerful and so easy to use  
- This is the kind to breed a hundred different ways for success  
- She’s not the hairiest one but she might be the best – you decide

ML 238B
Female  
Calved: 2/2014  
Tag: 238B  
Sire: MR NLC UPGRADE SON (PB Sim)  
Dam: WALKS ALONE x MAINE  
Bred to calve 2/09 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk  
Tested THF
- Wow, what a perfect cow prospect for our game!  
- A double-clean Sim x ChiMaine with maximum power and perfect size  
- The head and neck design here is perfect, especially for one with this much muscle  
- She’s a high-capacity, high-powered maternal machine with flair!

ML 154B
Female  
Calved: 2/2014  
Tag: 154B  
Sire: P1 POWDER KEG (Irish Whiskey x HB Pryority (Sim x MA))  
Dam: ML 436 (Final Answer x Cunia 602)  
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard  
Tested PHAF
- A loaded bred heifer with a loaded pedigree!  
- This is a crazy-thick, double-clean blimp with a jet neck and a sweet look  
- She might be short but she is really powerful and impressive  
- Check the video and load a ML-bred favorite here!

ML 330B
Female  
Calved: 2/2014  
Tag: 330B  
Sire: DEADLIEST CATCH (Outer Limits x Hereford)  
Dam: JOHNNY WALKER RED x NORTHERN IMPROVEMENT  
Bred to calve 2/07 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- A sleeper in the set, be sure to give this one a close inspection  
- She has a unique pedigree with a shaggy, complete, problem-free build  
- Long bodied, deep ribbed, wide and carrying a pedigree that will produce color  
- All the tools are here and she’ll shine with Daddy’s Money – look in!
ML KATE 344B
Reg. 2.70% ACA Female pending
Calved: 2/25/2014 Tag: 344B
Sire: WALK THIS WAY (Walks Alone x WAS Molly 23)
Dam: ML 344 (Meyer 734 x Angus)
Bred to calve 3/05 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
TH - pending
- This one is extra-massive and powerful and she can
  move!
- One of the hairiest on the place and she is thick from
  front to rear
- Cows with this kind of bone, body and hair that can
  move are always good selections
- A big-potential breeding piece sells here!

ML RHONDA 370B
Reg. 8.17% ACA Female 379098
Calved: 1/31/2014 Tag: 370B
Sire: FU MAN CHU (Monopoly x Miss Dolly 309P)
Dam: ML 6390 by WHO MADE WHO
Bred to calve 3/05 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to
Pillow Talk
Tested THF
- Her tail is short but her potential is huge!
- You’ll love the chunky, wide, long-necked build of
  this clean-bred favorite
- She’s got the look and the body to push her to the
  front in any sort
- This should be an excellent first combination with
  Benz!

ML MARLEY 316B
Reg. 5.55% ACA Female 379016
Calved: 2/01/2014 Tag: 316B
Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTF Ruth Medina (Hazel))
Dam: MLJM AFTERSHOCK x ANGUS SPARTA
Bred to calve 2/17 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THC
- This wide-bodied, brockle-faced heifer will make a tank of a
cow!
- She’s small and boxy with big hair and she moves very well
- Look for a long-necked, deep-ribbed baby here that will pay
  quickly!

ML BARB 335B
Reg. 4.06% ACA Female 379018
Calved: 2/05/2014 Tag: 335B
Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTF Ruth Medina (Hazel))
Dam: ML MISS ALEXIS (CLNG Alias x MLJM 131)
Bred to calve 2/23 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THC
- Fantastic shag and shape from Miss Alexis!
- This one got a late start but she is bred to perform
- No Worries should be a profitable recipe here!
ML JESSIE 377B
Reg. 13.72% ACA Female 379015
Calved: 2/26/2014  Tag: 377B
Sire: HAUN JESSE JAMES
     (CF S Total Solution M21 x HAUN Miss Blazer 704)
Dam: ML MANDYS PRETTY GIRL (Chi x Sim)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- Check the videos for this big-hipped, wide-based beauty!
- She is double clean and full throughout with a great shape
- Her balanced, powerful shape will make her one to rely on

ML SARA 310B
Reg. 1.22% ACA Female 379017
Calved: 2/25/2014  Tag: 310B
Sire: HAUN JESSE JAMES
     (CF S Total Solution M21 x HAUN Miss Blazer 704)
Dam: ML Dr Who x Sim
Bred to calve 2/07 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- This one is bred to be a great cow with milk and more!
- Check the foot size, leg set, and impressive length here
- She’s star-headed and covered in great THF hair
- Her double-clean pedigree is built around proven leaders

ML KIN D Y 271B
Reg. 3.68% ACA Female pending
Calved: 2/12/2014  Tag: 271B
Sire: CHOPPIN WOOD (Troubadour x Smooth Sailing)
Dam: ML IMPRINT x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/19 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- A long bodied, thick-topped heifer with a unique pedigree
- She’s clean boned and easy on the move with plenty of width
- She’ll make smoky babies if you like and Daddy’s Money will provide a good start

ML PEGGY 334B
Reg. 3.45% ACA Female 379101
Calved: 2/15/2014  Tag: 372B
Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTF Ruth Medina (Hazel))
Dam: ML AFTERSHOCK 334U
Bred to calve 2/20 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THF
- This clean Monopoly daughter has the feminine, cow shape that works!
- She’s big ribbed and good headed with excellent length and size
- Flat boned and real hairy from a stout dam by Aftershock

ML GRACE 332B
Reg. 7.94% ACA Female 379024
Calved: 2/18/2014  Tag: 332B
Sire: I-67 948Y (GOET I-80 x BAI Mariah 948W)
Dam: MLJM MISS GWEN
     (WTF Ruth Medina (Hazel) x MLJM CX x MA x AN)
Bred to calve 2/11 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
- Be sure to find this one and study her hard!
- She passes the eye test with her awesome profile and no-problem build
- Amazing head, neck, and shoulder design with a big, square hip and plenty of hair
- So much look and style that she has to work!

ML CARLA 349B
Reg. 4.56% ACA Female 379021
Calved: 2/25/2014  Tag: 349B
Sire: SSUL KING OF THE MOUNTAIN 140Y
     (Monopoly x SSUL Miss Strictly Business 140)
Dam: ML AFTERSHOCK x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/26 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THF
- This double-clean brockle is a real load!
- We love her big barrel that she blends with a long neck and great hair
- She’s got the body and the bone with the top performance to work well
- This is one to bet on with this first combination to No Worries
Exotic Dream Girls!

ML WANDA 309B
Reg. 2.70% ACA Female 379070
Calved: 2/21/2014 Tag: 309B
Sire: OLY WALK THIS WAY (Walks Alone x WAS Molly 23)
Dam: ML 22 (Strictly Business x Angus)
Bred to calve 2/08 to Daddy's Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THF
- Another top option in this deepest-ever offering!
- She’s got a modern pedigree but she looks like a classic premium cow
- Ideal muscle shape and size with a clean profile and a fancy front end
- She looks like her productive dam and we’ll bet she works even better!

ML AGNUS 325B
Reg. 4.69% ACA Female 379099
Calved: 2/12/2014 Tag: 325B
Sire: EYE CANDY (TFR Naughty Pine x WELL Miss Fuzz)
Dam: MEYER 734 x ANGUS
PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk – Due approx. 4/15
Tested THC
- This furry big body is one to mark for premium steer production
- She is super wide shaggy with the soft, full build it takes
- Loose on the move and bred to milk from a top ranking dam
- Eye Candy daughters like this one have been behind several recent favorites

ML 381B
Female Calved: 2/2014 Tag: 381B
Sire: BODACIOUS (Bojo x Meyer 734)
Dam: MEYER 734 x ANGUS
Bred to calve 2/09 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC
- A bold paint with guts, bone, and look to burn!
- We love the wider, softer, stouter build here
- She’s good looking and powerful with two shots of Meyer 734
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ML 221B
Female
Calved: 2/2014  Tag: 221B
Sire:  **SUPERMAN** (Lutton son)
Dam:  **SIM x AN**

*Breeding details*
- Bred to calve 2/07 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
  - Another maternal machine with impressive size and a fault-free structure!
  - Long, clean, and lovely with the right doses of style and hair
  - With her ideal shoulder, head, and neck she will always create premiums
  - Due with a valuable MaineTainer right away!

106
Lot 106

ML/TF 402
Female  Calved: 3/2014  Tag: 402
Sire:  **ONE AND ONLY**
Dam:  **IRISH WHISKEY x ANGUS**

*Breeding details*
- Bred to calve 2/26 to First Class Act – PE 5/20-7/10 to STCC Mr TKO
  - As cool as they come, this one has a premium look from start to finish!
  - One of the classiest in the set with a full, muscular shape
  - Good at the ground and really correct and balanced
  - Th-Free but really good haired and coming with a first calf by our full brother to First Class!

107
Lot 107

DRDD MISS PRINCESS 3006
Female  Calved: 3/2014  Tag: 3006
Sire:  **MONOPOLY**
Dam:  **MA x SIM x AN**

*Breeding details*
- Bred to calve 1/25 to GOET I-80 – PE to GOET I-80 son
  - Really colorful and really powerful!
  - One of the deepest, thickest, hairiest heifers in the crop
  - Tremendous length of body with a big, wide rib and plenty of bone
  - Bred to deliver quick profit – and soon!

OFFERED BY DANNY WORKMAN

108
Lot 108

ML LACEY 305B
Reg. 4.52% ACA Female 379026  Calved: 1/30/2014  Tag: 305B
Sire:  **BPF MERCEDES BENZ 131U**
(Cowans Ali 4M x DCCO Playmate 701P)
Dam:  **Irish Whiskey x Northern Improvement x Meyer 734**

*Breeding details*
- Bred to calve 2/16 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
  - This is a premium cow in the making!
  - Classic, clean maternal genetics that work
  - She’s small but she’s built right with extra style and thickness
  - Her fancy blaze and square, deep, balanced design will work anywhere!

109
Lot 109
ML SUE 228B
Reg. 3.45% ACA Female 379028
Calved: 2/05/2014 Tag: 228B
Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTF Ruth Medina [Hazel])
Dam: RJB Pebbles 004
(PB Charolais – Firewater x Polled Profit)
Bred to calve 2/19 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THC
- An embryo heifer from Polzin Cattle’s great Pebbles 004 donor
- The cow-making kind with extra depth, softness, and proper frame score
- Long necked and good haired with perfect color
- Also eligible as a Composite Charolais

ML KAYLEE 195B
Reg. 4.56% ACA Female 379031
Calved: 2/15/2014 Tag: 195B
Sire: SSUL KING OF THE MOUNTAIN 140Y
(Monopoly x SSUL Miss Strictly Business 140)
Dam: ML MAINE x ANGUS (Hairy Bear)
Bred to calve 2/18 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to ML Whizard
Tested THC
- This should be a really good first calf!
- Kaylee 195B has a sweet pattern with fantastic hair
- This pedigree stacks club calf favorites in fancy form
- Due with a smooth Mainetainer right away!

ML CARLY 196B
Reg. 1.72% ACA Female 379030
Calved: 2/10/2014 Tag: 196B
Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x Hard Core)
Dam: ML MAINE (AN x SIM Commi)
Bred to calve 2/20 to Mercedes Benz – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
Tested THF
- A cool piece with a strong shot at stardom!
- Check the great belly and back on this cool blaze
- She’s all clean and all style with a look that stops you
- Her beautiful pattern and upgraded mass with take you places!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 113</th>
<th>ML SASHA 249B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 1.72% ACA Female 379027</td>
<td>Calved: 2/19/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 249B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x Hard Core)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML SIM (Mossy Oak x Sim)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 2/09 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested THC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Go for big fun and big color with this pasture favorite!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- She gets her long neck and clean build from her dam and a cool shape from her sire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Good sized and good on the move with a strong first calf on the way!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 114</th>
<th>ML EVELYN 115B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 1.72% ACA Female 379100</td>
<td>Calved: 2/16/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 115B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: MAN AMONG BOYS (Monopoly x Hard Core)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML HEAT SEEKER x FULL THROTTLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 2/27 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH - pending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A wide, sound redhead with lots of good looks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Check the video of this versatile heifer that will add color and quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bold rib shape and excellent hair with a clean front end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 115</th>
<th>ML MAE 292B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 5.40% ACA Female pending</td>
<td>Calved: 3/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 292B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: WALKS ALONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML 292W (McCarney x Maine)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 2/09 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested THF/PHAF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A double-clean tank you can use!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- She’s round but she’s also long bodied and attractive with a fancy profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Due with a flashy and marketable MaineTainer right away!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 116</th>
<th>ML ANGEL 302B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 3.45% ACA Female 379025</td>
<td>Calved: 2/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 302B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: MONOPOLY (Heat Wave x WTR Ruth Medina (Hazell))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML 29X (7033 Vegas x Stockman)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 2/15 to No Worries – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH - pending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A big haired, long bodied red Monopoly daughter with a lot to offer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deep twisted and really red with a pedigree that will create color and hair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- She will raise a high premium one before she is done!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 117</th>
<th>ML LEXI 219B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 4.52% ACA Female 379029</td>
<td>Calved: 2/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 219B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: BPF MERCEDES BENZ 131U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cowans Ali 4M x DCCO Playmate 701P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML 76Y (Payback)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 2/20 to Daddy’s Money – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How about the unusual depth, curves, and soft shape on this Benz?!?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- She’ll make a very useful and versatile breeding piece for sure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A wide, full, smaller female with this pedigree is easy to profit with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 118</th>
<th>MLJM DENISE 118B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. 50% ASA Female 3014237</td>
<td>Calved: 1/31/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag: 118B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire: WAGR DRIVER 706T (CNS Dream On L186 x 3C Melody M668 BZ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam: ML 514 (Picasso x Power Plant)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bred to calve 3/06 to GCC Whizard – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Driver daughters are in demand for their producing ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This one is long bodied, long fronted, and high performing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This first match with Whizard should be excellent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HARA’S MISS BROKER 06A
Reg. 75% ASA Female 2904728
Calved: 9/12/2013 Tag: 326B
Sire: MR HOC BROKER
(SVF Steel Force S701 x JM BF H25)
Dam: HARA’S MISS USA
(Meyer Ranch 734 x WAG Hairietta 9145J CAX)
Bred to calve 2/26 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- One of two gorgeous donor prospects from Broker and the famous Hara’s Miss USA!
- Both are full sisters to a string of big winners and high sellers from a donor dam that was a Triple Crown Champion
- This heifer is impeccable – great structure, killer body, awesome good looks and extra maturity
- These sisters are hard to tell apart but easy to love!

HARA’S MISS BROKER 08A
Reg. 75% ASA Female 2904730
Calved: 9/23/2013 Tag: 357B
Sire: MR HOC BROKER
(SVF Steel Force S701 x JM BF H25)
Dam: HARA’S MISS USA
(Meyer Ranch 734 x WAG Hairietta 9145J CAX)
Bred to calve 2/28 to Uno Mas (sexed female) – PE 6/30-8/25 to Pillow Talk
- These embryo sisters are some rare finds and their success is all but guaranteed
- Their winning dam is one of the most accomplished females in the business and their granddam is the incomparable Hairietta 9145J
- This heifer is another big, long, way powerful masterpiece with a perfectly flexible pedigree
- These are some big-time players whose full sister was a $140,000 feature of the 2013 sale season!
- You always have to stay ‘til the end at Dream Girls…it’s a tradition!
Dream Girls Reference Sires

**FIRST CLASS ACT**
Angus Bull +17796905
EXG First Rate x Dameron Northern Miss 3114
Our full brother to First Class!
He is working very well!
Semen Packages & Progeny Sales Only

**PILLOW TALK**
50% Maine-Anjou Bull 421964
GOET I-80 x Maximus
Proven calving ease and style

**WHIZARD**
50% Simmental Bull 2511023
Steel Force x Chill Factor
One of our favorites for calving ease, consistency, and maternal quality

**UNO MAS**
Simmental Bull 2532016
Dream On x Shawnee Miss 770P
Reliable calving ease and good looks from a purebred sire

**DADDY’S MONEY**
75% Maine-Anjou Bull 427013
GOET I-80 x Sooner
The Triple Crown Champion Bull and already the sire of a Denver Champion!

**NO WORRIES**
75% Maine-Anjou Bull 387071
GOET I-80 x Irish Whiskey
Making a name for himself with calving ease, style, and quality

**MERCEDES BENZ**
75% Maine-Anjou Bull 386737
Cowan’s Ali x Doctor Who
Trusted high-percentage Maine

All bred females have been confirmed safe to the expected calving dates shown. We are known for our accurate calving information!
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29
Franklin, Indiana
Selling 130 Females
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